
 
 
 
 
 

Star Arcade Solves Cross-Platform Chat & Virtual Goods 
 

Full Interoperability Between Facebook, Mobile, Carrier Networks & Device OSs 
 

San Francisco, California --- Game Developers Conference --- March 6, 2012 --- Star Arcade, 
developers of the most advanced technology platform for implementing cross platform 
multiplayer social games across any smartphone operating system or Facebook, today 
announced that it has enhanced its technology with chat and virtual goods across all games. 
 

Chat and virtual goods are among the most common social game features, but implementing 
them across every screen size, device OS, processor specification and carrier network has 
been a huge barrier to offering a uniform gaming experience. Star Arcade’s technology platform 
resolves these technical barriers to allow true cross-platform game play.  
 

“Any game developer or publisher understands the difficulty in coding for a variety of screens, 
chip sets, network requirements and other differences. We’ve solved those problems once and 
for all with our Star Arcade technology platform,” said Harri Myllyla, CEO of Star Arcade. “We’ve 
built all of our in-house games to prove out our technology, and I invite developers and 
publishers to play them and see for themselves how seamless our game play experience is 
across devices, and how crisp our head-to-head play works between opponents living in 180 
different countries where our games are available.” 
 

In addition to real-time chat and virtual goods, Star Arcade’s platform also includes ad serving, 
premium levels and payments, loyalty programs, freemium/premium and advertiser-funded 
business models, and a global Lobby where players find opponents from all over the world.  
 

LINKS: 
- for a demonstration video about the Star-Arcade platform: http://www.star-

arcade.com/corporate/index.php?default=press  
- real-time multi-device play in action: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggn9A5csrM8 

- for free game downloads, visit any App Store or find them here: http://www.star-arcade.com/  
 

- join Star-Arcade on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/stararcade 

- follow on Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/TheStarArcade 

- follow at Tumblr:  http://star-arcade.tumblr.com/ 
 

ABOUT STAR ARCADE: 
Established in 2011, Star Arcade is a mobile-social gaming company focused on emerging markets in 
180 different countries.  The company offers a cross-platform multiplayer gaming experience where users 
can play real-time with and against each other across platforms including iOS, Android, Nokia, 
Blackberry, Amazon Kindle, Samsung Bada, Windows, Facebook and others.  Star Arcade is dedicated 
to developing progressively innovative cross-platform software.  The company’s development hub is 
based in Finland, with offices in the UK.  For more information please visit www.star-arcade.com. 
 

MEDIA CONTACTS: 
Sandra Yee Harri Myllyla 
Rocket Science PR, for Star Arcade Star Arcade 
Mobile: +1 916 425 2085 Mobile: +358 400 636 471 
sandra@rocketscience.com harri@star-arcade.com  
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